Media malpractice seemed to service way too much fraud and corruption in one small state in this country, for far too long a time frame. “Live Free” or Die, New Hampshire, regardless of any action, process or circumstance? Everyone is supposed to play up to one small state in the union, if they wish to become the next president. Well, I am able to justify changing that political process moving forward. Chief Justice Roberts should be holding this state more than accountable for the injustices covered up by how many attorneys at law in this region????  Ask, Barack Obama all about what it is that he supported during his time as a United State Senator. Same crap that is supported, by the Trump administration.     Sincerely, Elizabeth A. Rawnsley
Donald J. Trump. We have had administrations using their power in abusive manners long before this man was able to do business in a most disrespectful manner.

I am requesting to speak with U.S. Supreme Court Judge Roberts: Please send this on to his attention, immediately,

Sincerely, Elizabeth A. Rawnsley

-----Original Message-----
From: betty_rawnsley <betty_rawnsley@aim.com>
To: pio <pio@supremecourt.gov>; whistleblower <whistleblower@judiciary-rep.senate.gov>; info <info@yang2020.com>; thestory <thestory@foxnews.com>
Cc: cnntips <cnntips@cnn.com>; carol.stevens <carol.stevens@americanbar.org>; info <info@womensmediacenter.com>; oce <oce@mail.house.gov>; frank.edelblut <frank.edelblut@doe.nh.gov>
Sent: Fri, Jan 17, 2020 5:32 am

The U.S. Supreme Court Media Contact: pio@supremecourt.gov Re: U.S. Senator Grassley and U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham of the U.S. Senate should be questioned about all the fraud and corruption supported by the U.S.D.O.J., during this presidency and the presidency of George W. Bush's administration. U.S. President Barack Obama is fully aware of the retaliation, that one must endure if you report any injustices, on to the attention of our own government, involving any state officials, in the State of New Hampshire, during his time frame as U.S. Senator Barack Obama.

A summary of my concerns was forwarded to his attention during the time frame of his service, in the U.S. Senate. I have the reply from his staff. I am not sure why his staff sent my concerns on to the office of U.S. Senator Susan Collins, in Maine. I did reside in the Commonwealth of MA during that time frame. The media industry in this region is useless and they are not serving as "watchdogs" and we are not receiving accurate information or appropriate legal representation, during many a process. What happened to me should have never happened!

Sincerely, Elizabeth A. Rawnsley

-----Original Message-----
From: elizabeth rawnsley <betty.rawnsley@outlook.com>
To: pio@supremecourt.gov <pio@supremecourt.gov>
Cc: betty_rawnsley@aim.com <betty_rawnsley@aim.com>; cnntips <cnntips@cnn.com> <cnntips@cnn.com>; info@womensmediacenter.com <info@womensmediacenter.com>; carol.stevens@americanbar.org <carol.stevens@americanbar.org>
Sent: Fri, Jan 17, 2020 5:11 am
Subject: FW: Nancy Pelosi's daughter Christine Pelosi interviewing about her book and facts involving her own mother on CNN, today? I already contacted her sister years ago, about my concerns during her "documentary." Alexandra Pelosi?

U.S. Supreme Court: Media Contact: I am requesting to speak to the U.S. Supreme Court regarding my concerns during the "Impeachment" Process of this president, who is fully aware of the “collusion” of his campaign staff during his campaign and long before he took his “oath” to serve as the U.S. President and long before he nominated anyone to serve as the lead attorney general of this country. William Barr of the U.S.D.O.J. is one person that should be held more than accountable for all the lies and false facts forwarded on to the public by many of his own peers for decades involving state governing officials in the State of New Hampshire and in the Commonwealth of MA. Sincerely, Elizabeth A. Rawnsley
Impeachment Process of Donald J. Trump. The person that should be held accountable at this late date and time frame is U.S. Attorney William Barr. He came into the process to cover up for his peers employed at Bank of America? U.S.D.O.J.? Attorneys employed in the State of New Hampshire, MA and in the State of Maine! Re: Media malpractice=Public Corruption at epidemic levels of support by William Barr of the U.S.D.O.J. and the Oversight Committee Members: Re: We have been witnessing the media industry covering up for illegal activities of governing officials for decades. The attorneys are in charge of all the false faces and false facts. How many politicians are attorneys? How many attorneys work in Congress and in the U.S. Senate? FBI? U.S.D.O.J.? Federal agencies all over the country? Oversight Committee in Congress? The U.S. Senate Judiciary? Office of Civil Rights? The U.S. Department of Labor? How many stonewalling a process is supported by the attorneys in these placements and in the state courts? FCC? Robert Mueller and his investigation cost how many millions of dollars paid to how many attorneys involving how many other attorneys for the people charged in that process? Robert Mueller III covered up for decades of corruption and fraud supported by these politicians in power and working in many federal agencies. That would include many of his own friends and affiliations employed in many law firms while he was employed by Bush and Obama's Administration. What about all the attorneys employed by many media corporations, newspapers, at a local, state and national level of employment? What do they suggest to be stonewalled from the view of the public? White House Staff? This entire process is a show put on by the Democrats and the Republicans in public service now. If they truly wished to hold anyone to any accountability then they would be holding William Barr accountable. The Oversight Committee Members have become stonewalls covering up for their own personal and political agendas, year after year. There has been "NO" oversight until now? Why? Because Vice President Biden's family is involved in corruption? What else is news? No one knows more about corruption than the Trump Administration. He came into the process suggesting that he was to "drain the swamp." It is an impossible task and he never intended on addressing any fraud or corruption involving any states in the union during his presidency or campaign for his next election. That is one of the reasons why we have so much corruption, year after year. No one wishes to hold any states to any investigations or accountability during the campaigns and elections. That is all politicians do now. They constantly raise money and find ways to "win" the next election. One big circle of injustices and the media has been the winners in this process. So much money paid and so many books are written by anyone involved in politics. Nancy Pelosi is surely not an honorable woman in power but she controls many of the Democrats and they are not able to investigate into anything other than what she feels is relevant. The attorneys are sitting in many elected seats and employed in many of the federal agencies and they are making everyone look pretty foolish suggesting that they are "Constitutional Scholars" of law. No one is above the laws? We never heard any phone conversations transcribed involving Bush or Obama's Administration. I am sure some of those conversations would become very interesting to hear or witness transcribed. The media industry has become way too involved in politics and personal agendas of political parties. We do not have investigative journalism but we do have so many people employed in that industry making money in a most deceptive manner. We should have been investigating into the illegal conduct of state attorneys and state officials during the Bush and Obama Administration. Yes, Trump's administration became involved in many "obstruction of justice" practices during his time frame in office. In a couple of years, he and many of the Republican politicians in power supported many illegal actions of our state governing officials. Why did anyone stop any investigations into the "obstruction of justice" actions in the hands of the U.S.D.O.J. and the FBI? It surely involved William Barr and many republicans in power, now.